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ABSTRACT 
This paper reviews the major lines of technical development 
being pursued to extend or replace traditional inter-library 
loan and photocopy service and to facilitate the delivery of 
source documents to individual end users. Examples of 
technical approaches discussed are: 1) the inclusion of 
fulltext and image data in central online systems; 2) image 
workstations such as the ADONIS and UMI systems; and 3) the use 
of electronic networks for document ordering and delivery. 
Some consideration is given to the policy implications for 
libraries and information systems. 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
Inter-library loan (ILL) and other document delivery services 
have shown continued and significant growth in most libraries 
for many years. However, the traditional inter-library loan 
part has been replaced or augmented to a large extent in recent 
years by the use of photocopy or other non-returnable products, 
and a large fraction of this material now consists of serial 
publications. This growth in document delivery activity by a 
library has been in direct service support to two different 
constituencies: the library's own personal users, and other 
libraries (i.e. ILL); this growth represents both problems and 
opportunities. 

Technology has always been a factor in facilitating this 
activity, both for creating and distributing copies, and for 
handling messages about the copies. This includes the examples 
of technology utilization shown in Table 1. 



Proprietary rights have been and continue to be an issue here. 
The deliberations and discussions in this area have been 
accompanied by new legislation (e.g., the new U.S. Copyright 
Act), new organizations (e.g., the Copyright Clearance Center 
in the U.S.), and new technology. 

Some major lines of activity that perhaps deserve special 
attention are: 

о continuing activities by major (traditional) library 
systems and networks 

о information delivery by non-library organizations 
о digital fulltext and images stored and transmitted from a 
central facility 

о digital images stored and used locally 
о use of electronic networks for document ordering and 
delivery 

о resurgence of facsimile transmission. 
These activities are discussed in more detail in the following 
sections. 

EXTENSIONS OF TRADITIONAL LIBRARY ACTIVITIES 
Many individual libraries have continued to develop means to 
handle their increasing demands for document delivery service, 
either by themselves or as part of cooperative library network 
activities. Some of those means include a gradual incremental 
extension or expansion of their regular services; some include 
new means and services. Library networks have also expanded 
their activities in this area on behalf of their member 
institutions. 

This activity has generally been along two different lines: 1) 
order switching; and 2) order fulfillment or document delivery. 
The OCLC Interlibrary Loan Subsystem service in the U.S. is one 
such example of an order switching system, accepting and 
re-directing 4.3 million ILL requests in 1988/89 by means of 
their new computer-based ILL system. The British Library 
Document Supply Centre is an example of a major international 
document delivery service, with over 3.0 million orders 
fulfilled each year. Examples of the volumes of activities 
associated with some of these major libraries and library 
systems are given in Table 2. 

INFORMATION DELIVERY BY NON-LIBRARY ORGANIZATIONS 
An increasing amount of document delivery service is being 
provided by organizations whose main business is other than 
being a library. These organizations are usually 
abstracting/indexing services or third-party information 
brokers. 



Abstracting and Indexing Services 
Many abstracting and indexing services often provide, upon 
request, and from their own associated library collection, 
copies of material that they have abstracted or indexed. This 
is a logical extension of their main service. This is usually 
a low-volume, low-profile activity, but some services such as 
the Chemical Abstracts Service, Institute for Scientific 
Information, and Engineering Information have been quite 
aggressive about providing service in this area. Examples of 
such activity are given in Table 3. 

Information Brokers 
A relatively new type of organization has entered the document 
delivery field during the last 20 years, namely the information 
broker. Several hundreds of these firms, usually commercial 
ventures, offer to fulfill the information needs of other 
(usually commercial) institutions. Those information needs 
usually include such things as current awareness service, 
retrospective literature searching, translations, and document 
delivery service. For many of those brokers, the major revenue 
stream is from document delivery service. These brokers may 
concentrate their activities on a particular type of 
publication (e.g. patents, standards) or subject content (e.g. 
medical). 

To provide competitive and effective document delivery service, 
these brokers usually make some arrangements to use the 
resources of libraries that are accessible and/or important to 
them. These broker-library arrangements can be formal and 
cooperative, in which the broker provides some special 
compensation to the library, and maybe even provides or shares 
equipment with the library staff, and in return is provided 
special access and work space in the library. Some of these 
broker-library arrangements may not have any formal basis, and 
may depend on the use of local representatives who use the 
library on behalf of the broker. Some examples of information 
brokers and their activities are given in Table 4. 

CENTRAL ONLINE DIGITAL AND IMAGE STORAGE 

Fulltext Character Storage 
It has been possible for some time now to search some remote 
online retrieval systems to retrieve the fulltext of a known 
publication and have it immediately transmitted online to the 
requestor, or printed offline and sent to the requestor. This 
capability is being used more frequently now as an alternative 
mechanism for more traditional document delivery systems — it 
is fast, but presently restricted to certain materials 
available in machine readable form. 

This electronic delivery of source publications from 
centralized digital storage systems has been in effect in a 



practical sense since the early 1970's, starting with the Mead 
LEXIS online systea in the U.S. and its fulltext legal statutes 
and case law. This capability was then extended to other types 
of publications such as newspapers. The fulltext of the New 
York Times, for example, has been available online since 1981, 
initially from the New York Times organization itself, and now 
exclusively from Head. The fulltext of the Washington Post is 
available as a fulltext database on nine online systems, 
consequently, soaebody interested in a recent article from this 
putlication can obtain it very quickly online (no matter where 
in the world they are) instead of obtaining it by the slower 
and more traditional library services. The fulltext of 
hundreds of newspapers, including the examples shown in Table 
5, are currently available online, and more become available 
every month. The Data Times service, for example, provides 
fulltext of «юге than 20 U.S. newspapers; the VU/TEXT service, 
for example, provides the fulltext of more than 40 regional 
U.S. newspapers; and the Mead NEXIS service also carries many 
fulltext newspapers online. 

The fulltext of wire service stories (e.g. Associated Press 
(AP), United Press International (UPI), Reuters), a type cf 
information source that has no single print or microform 
equivalent, is also available from several online services, 
usually trimmed down to contain only the final version of 
perhaps several versions of a news story as it developed and 
was transmitted throughout a day. Some examples of these 
services are given in Table 6. 

The fulltext of newsletters and journal articles have also 
started to become available online during the last several 
years. In the case of newsletters, at least one online service 
(NewsNet) was established, and operates today in the U.S., 
almost entirely as a collection of databases of the fulltext of 
newsletters, newspapers, and wire services (over 400 total) — 
with over 20 of these publications updated daily before the 
print equivalents are delivered. The fulltext of hundreds of 
newsletters, most of which are generally unavailable in most 
libraries, are available for immediate online delivery. Some 
online databases are available which are collections of 
fulltext from many different magazines or newsletters; examples 
are the Magazine ASAP, Trade i Industry ASAP and Computer ASAP 
files from Information Access Company, and the PTS Newsletter 
Database from Predicasts as described in Table 7. Examples of 
some of these newsletters that are available online in fulltext 
form are given in Table 3. 

The fulltext of journal articles started to become widely 
available online in 1983 when the American Chemical Society 
made 18 of their peer-reviewed journals available as a fully 
searchable and displayable file on BRS (and subsequently 
transferred to STN) in the U.S. These were fulltext records 



(■ore than 40*000), but without figures and special graphics. 
This trend has continued, with an increasing number of fulltext 
journal articles available online. The DIALOG service, for 
example, currently has fulltext online from over 1,000 
periodical publications, representing over 600,000 articles. 
Examples of some of the types of journal publications fulltext 
that are available online are given in Table 9. 

Image Storage 
To date, the online fulltext files have been files of ASCI 
characters, generally devoid of illustrations and special 
characters, and often replacing large or complex tables with a 
single caption. However, images have recently been added to 
online files for improved search output (e.g. on DIALOG — all 
the 350,000 images associated with all registered U.S. 
trademarks, more than 56,000 images of the chemical structures 
associated with the Beilstein file, and soon the many images 
associated with other files; and on STN — about 125,000 of the 
front page drawings of recent German patents). It is expected 
that this practice will extend to other fulltext files such as 
thos2 with patent images or maps. 

One major online database (MathSci) is available online, with 
graphic enhancements; it is coded with a linear notation (TeX) 
for mathe*iatical symbols and notation so that the use of an 
appropriate software package at a PC terminal will result in 
the display of abstracts and reviews with all the graphic 
representations normally seen in mathematical text. 

LOCAL STORAGE OF DIGITAL IMAGE DATA 
The preservation and distribution of copies of some older 
material as part of library collection preservation and space 
management efforts has led to the development of some pilot 
electronic image storage systems, initially with analog 
techniques, but more recently with digital approaches. The 
U.S. Library of Congress (LC) introduced its first optical disc 
user station in mid-1984 as part of its Optical Digital Disk 
Pilot Project to show how a print and photography collection 
could be represented in a videodisc form. The first of the 
analog videodiscs, for example, enabled users to sort through 
or study any one of nearly 40,000 photos, posters, and other 
pictorial items from LC's Prints and Photographs collections, 
including some rare glass negatives and othei fragile materials 
that would otherwise be unavailable to the public. 

In a similar manner, the U.S. National Library of Medicine 
(NLM) produced an experimental videodisc in 1985 that contained 
over 1,000 selected images from the Library's extensive 
historical prints and photographs collection, and has recently 
followed that experiment with a more complete file and a 
considerably larger number of images. The British Library 



efforts with digital images for conservation and image delivery 
started at about 1985. 

The electronic image storage systems being developed tsday are 
often planned in the context of being replicated at multiple 
sites to satisfy local or regional demand. Increasingly, this 
consists of digitally-encoded CDROHS with representations of 
scanned images of the printed pages (a microform equivalent), 
often with digital indexing of the stored data. Some of these 
systems have been developed at the initiative of an abstracting 
or indexing service with a direct interest in the subject 
material; some of it has been developed at the primary journal 
publisher's initiative. 

One recent example is the test product prepared and marketed by 
UMI in 1989 that contains the entire collection of IEE and IEEE 
journals and conference proceedings for 1988 (200,000 pages 
plus all the associated indexing from the INSPEC database, on 
25-30 CDROM discs). This is meant to be a stand-alone system 
to be installed in local engineering libraries. 

Another product demonstrated in 1989 by UMI provides the 
-fulltext on CDROM for 300 of the 800 journal titles in the 
field of business and management that are indexed in the online 
database ABI/INFORM. Researchers can search Business 
Periodicals Ondisc at an integrated workstation, locate and 
review retrieved citations and abstracts, then retrieve and 
print complete article facsimiles. The workstation and disc 
updates are available on a subscription basis. 

Another variation on this distributed approach is the ADONIS 
system that in its pilot test version stored fulltext articles 
from 219 journals from ten primary journal publishers 
(Blackwell, Butterworth, Churchill Livingston, Elsevier, Mosby, 
Munksgaard, Springer Verlag, Thieme, Wiley) on CDROM discs 
(including indexing by Excerpta Medica). This system, which 
started with discussions among interested publishers in i980, 
went through pilot testing from mid-1987 through 1989 in 13 
information centers in 10 countries throughout the world, 
including the British Library. A total of 84 discs were issued 
(one disc issued per week) for a total of about 200,000 
articles. Preliminary results indicate a cost savings to 
libraries. A decision has been made to go operational in 
January 1991 with the fulltext from over 400 journal titles 
(predominantly medical). The CDROM discs are scheduled to 
arrive within two weeks of the receipt of the journal. 
Libraries are expected to be able to obtain an ADONIS 
workstation and a subscription for weekly CDROM updates in 
return for an annual subscription fee and a per article copy 
charge that will be determined by the publishers. ADONIS will 
encourage secondary database services to index all items 
included in the ADONIS service, and provide an ADONIS Article 



Identification Number in their own records and databases. All 
fulltext articles in the UMI and ADONIS products are 
copyright-cleared. 

As another example of a local image storage workstation, the 
LaserOisclosure system that was announced in 1984 by Disclosure 
Information Group started out to be a central online service of 
digitized images, but was converted to a system that now 
produces and distributes images of U.S. Securities Exchange 
Commission (SBC) reports for 12,000 public companies on CDROM 
discs that are sent out with weekly updates. The system 
planned to scan and store the pages of any report filed at the 
SEC from 1967 to date. An institution's SEC Library would be 
updated with as many as 1.8 million pages of information with 
about 100 discs per year (equivalent to 51,000 microfiche). 
The system is available on a subscription basis. These 
examples of local stored digital image systems are summarized 
in Table 10. 

OTHER RELEVANT TECHNICAL ISSUES 

Online Document Ordering as an Adjunct to Online Searching 
With most online bibliographic search services, only a fraction 
of the items represented by the retrieved citations are locally 
available to the searcher. With this in aind, starting in the 
late 1970s, several online services provided features which 
permit searchers to give commands which transfer selected 
bibliographic records from search answer sets to document 
delivery services of their choice, thus permitting the 
searching and subsequent document ordering to be done as a 
single consolidated operation, and in some situations requiring 
no rekeying of the citation details. The DIALOG service, for 
example, offers the searcher the choice of more than 70 
different participating document delivery services to srder 
from as part of the online process, and transmits several 
hundred thousand document orders per year from its users to 
document delivery services. Hundreds of thousands of 
publications are ordered this way each year through the online 
services. 

DIALOG'S non-prime time service, Knowledge Index, offers 
document delivery support in North America for more than 70 of 
its databases (over 40 million citations) at a journal article 
reprint cost of S7.S0 ♦ SO.35 per page photocopied pec reprint; 
DIALOG'S medical end-user service, DIALOG Medical Connection, 
offers document delivery support for all of its 23 databases 
(over 32 million citations) at a cost of $7.50 per journal 
article reprint. As examples of service provided by commercial 
services, these are interesting rates as alternatives to some 
traditional library inter-library-loan or photocopy service 
costs. 



Online Fulltext Access/Output as an Adjunct to Index File 
Searching 
In some online bibliographic or abstract files on son* online 
services, pointers or other céans are provided so tr.at after a 
searcher locates a bibliographic record of interest, the 
searcher can then be easily linked to another file t.-.at 
contains the fulltext described by that bibliographic record. 

Electronic Hail for Document Ordering 
Electronic aail services are being used more extensively for 
the communications associated with the ordering of documents. 
Examples are the ALANET and OnTyme systems in North America. 
To a large extent, this is a replacement of the prier Telex or 
Teletype ordering practices. An estimated 35% of document 
requests currently received by the British Library Document 
Supply Centre are received via electronic processing, and over 
75% of requests received by the Canadian Institute for 
Scientific t, Technical Information (CISTI) are in electronic 
mail form. 

Electronic Hail and Facsimile for Document Delivery 
Some online services are coupled with electronic mail services 
so that search output, including such things as fulltext source 
publications, can be sent to an electronic mail address. The 
interesting wrinkle here is that instead of output being sent 
to the searcher, it can instead be directed to the original 
requestor's electronic mail address. Thus a person who stops 
at the library reference desk to request some copies of stories 
from the Washington Post, could have those stories waiting at 
their terminal when they got back to their desk. 

A simple extension of this approach would be for the online 
service to send search output to a telefacsimile address 
instead of an electronic mail address, thus providing immediate 
document delivery in printed form to a location close to the 
requestor's work space. 

Electronic mail systems are also being used to route 
interlibrary loan messages (e.g. from OCLC's Interli'orary Loan 
Subsystem) between a main library and its branch libraries. 

ISSUES FOR FURTHER CONSIDERATION 
The technological developments discussed in this paper are 
permitting libraries to do things that they might no: have 
considered before. Some of these things have policy 
implications for those libraries (e.g. the extent to which end 
user searcners would be authorized to order documents online). 
Examples of some policy issues that come to mind are noted in 
Table 11. 
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DATE ACTIVITY 

1951 ILL form formally approved by American Library Association 

1954 IFLA adopted international ILL form 

ca. 1958 Demonstration of automated image storage/retrieval devices 

(e.g. Filmorex. Minicard. Magnacard) 

(pre-1960) 1st use of camera (35-mm) to facilitate library photocopying 

(pre-1960) 1st use of Teletype/Telex for ILL 

(pre-1961) Start of major document delivery service by British Library 

(Boston Spa) 

ca. 1965 1st use of dry photocopy techniques (Xerox 914) 

1966 1st use of telefacsimile for ILL (Univ. of Calif, one-month test in 

1966, NYSILL FACTS project pilot operation 1967-68) 

(pre-1970) Demonstration of 1st automatic page turner for library work 

1976 New U.S. Copyright Act of 1976 

1978 Initial operation of Copyright Clearance Center in U.S. 

1979 OCLC ILL System became available for use 

1982 CLASS initiated OnTyme Electronic Mail Service for ILL 
requests 

1983 American Chemical Society collection of articles from 18 

journals made publicly available online 

1984 ALANET initiated for ILL requests 

1987 ADONIS pilot operation - 200.000 journal articles from 10 
publishers available on CDR0M at 13 test sites 

1989 UMI pilot operation — Major journal article collections 
available on CDROM in 12 test sites (200.000 pages of 
IEEE/IEE text) Table 1 

Representative Milestones in Document Delivery Service 



SYSTEM VOLUME OF ACTIVITY 

Order Switching Systems 

OCLC 4.3 million items requested in 1988/89 (86% 
fill rate by participating libraries) 

NLM DOCLINE 1.6 million items requested by participating 
health service libraries (92% fill rate. 
85% serials): 

RLIN 300.000 transactions per year (83-87% fill rate. 

85% serials) 

Order Fulfillment 

British Library over 3.0 million orders fulfilled each year 

Document Supply Centre (0.5 mill, from abroad) 

CISTI 427.000 items requested in 1987/88 

NLM 180.000 items per year filled from NLM4 own collection 
University of California. 120.000 photocopies per year to other 
Berkeley libraries 

Table 2 
Examples of Major Library & Library Network Systems for ILL 



SERVICE DOCUMENTS PROVIDED 

UMI 

Copies of all 16 million items cited in Aerospace 
Database (1962 to date) 

Copies of any of the 1.5 million items cited in the 
Ccorcf database (1785 to date) 

Copies of the 750.000 items cited in the Metadex database 
since 1966. and the 135.000 items cited in World 
Aluminum Abstracts since 1968 

Copies of most of the 2.2 million items cited in CAB 
Abstracts, other than books, reports, and theses, 
since 1972 

Mo' documents cited in Chemical Abstracts since 
и/8. and cited Soviet publications since 1973 

Copies of all 5.1 million patents cited in 
World Patent Index files since 1963 

Copies of any report filed with SEC since 1966 

Copies of 2.5 million articles & conference 
papers indexed in COMPENDEX since 1970 

Copies of 300.000 reports cited in the ERIC database 
since 1966 

Copies of any of the 610.000 items cited in the 
Geoarchive database since 1974 

Copies of 3.6 million U.S. patents and other patents 
cited in IFI databases since 1947 

Original article tear sheets (OATS) from over 
6,000 journals cited in ISI databases 

Copies of 1.1 million publications covered in MATHSCI 
database since 1959 

Copies of any of the 210.000 standards, 
specifications, or other documents found in 
the IHS Standards & Specifications database 

Copies of 1.3 million documents cited in the NTIS 
database since 1964 

Copies of dissertations & masters theses for most of the 
1.0 million items cited in Dissertations Abstracts 
Online for the time span 1861 to date 

Table 3 
Examples of Document Delivery Source Material Available from 

Abstracting & Indexing Services 

Amer. Inst of 
Aeronautics & 
Astronautics 

Amer Geological 
Institute 

Amer Soc. for Metals 

Commonwealth 
Agricultural 
Bureaux 

Chemical Abstracts 
Service 

Dement Publications 
Ltd. 

Disclosure 

Engineering Info. Inc. 

Educational Resources 
Info. Center 

Geosystems 

IFI/Plenum Data Co 

Institute for Scientific 
Information 

since 1984 

Math Reviews 

Nat'l Standards 
Assoc.. Inc. 

National Technical 
Information Service 



ORGANIZATION MATERIAL PROVIDED 

Dynamic Information 

FIND/SVP 

Global Engineering 
Documents 

Information on Demand 
(Maxwelh 

Informai ion Store 

London Airmail Books 

Medical Data Exchange 

Copies of items from journals, monographs, 
other serials, and technical reports: Dynamic 
serves as the authorized document delivery 
service for several database suppliers 
(e.g. IAC. ASHP) to supply copies of any 
material cited in their databases. 

Copies of virtually all types of published materials 

Copies of government & industry standards, including 
210.000 items cited in the International 
Standards & Specifications database 

Printed materials of all types from any 
country or source 

Copies of any type of published literature 

Stock of British fiction and non-fiction books. 
including publications from the British government & 
European Community, and items cited in British Books in 
Print and HMSO databases 

Copies of most types of publications in the 
health care field 

Medical Literature 
Retrieval 

Pergamon Copy Service 

Tracer Jit со 

UMI Article 
Clearinghouse 

Copies of journal articles from academic 
medical literature cited in Medline or EMBASE databases 

Copies of U.S. & non-U.S patents and trademarks 
and published applications 

Copies of journal articles, reports, and other material 

Copies from over 10.000 periodicals directly 
licensed for photocopies 

Table 4 
Examples of Commercial Information Broker Document Delivery Services 



NEWSPAPER ONLINE SERVICE 

American Banker (over 100.000 
records from 1979 to date)* 

Arizona Republic & Phoenix 
Gazette (1986 to date) 

Bond Buyer (over 113,000 
records from 1981 to date) 

Chicago Tribune (over 110,000 
records from 1988 to date) 

Christian Science Monitor (1980 to date) 

Commerce Business Daily (over 2 
million records from 1982 to date) 

Dallas Morning News (1984 to date) 

Financial Times (over 215,000 
records from 1982 to date) 

Houston Chronicle (1985 to date) 

Houston Post (1985 to date) 

Los Angeles Times (1985 to date) 

New York Times (1980 to date) 

Philadelphia Inquirer 

San Francisco Chronicle (1985 to date) 

Wall Street Journal (1984 to date) 

Washington Post (over 400,000 
records from 1977 to date) 

DIALOG Mead. NewsNet 

Vu/Text 

DIALOG. Mead. NewsNet 

DIALOG. Vu/Text 

Mead 

DIALOG 

DataTimes 

DIALOG. Mead 

DataTimes 

Vu/Text 

DIALOG, Mead 

Mead 

DIALOG. Vu/Text 

DataTimes 

DOW JONES 

DIALOG, Mead, Vu/Text 

* Note: The time span & record count for a given title may not apply 
to all services that provide that title. 

Table 5 
Examples of Newspaper Fulltext Available from Central Online Services 



WIRE SERVICE ONLINE SERVICE 

AP (over 400.000 records from 1977 
to date) 

Business Wire (over 114.000 records 
from 1983 to date) 

Catholic News Service 

Jiji Press Ticker Service 

Kyodo News Service (over 85.000 
records from 1984 to date) 

PR Newswire (over 130,000 records from 
1980 to date) 

Reuter's (over 450.000 records 
from 1979 to date) 

UPI (over 400.000 records from 
1980 to date) 

Xinhua (1977 to date) 

* Note: the time span & record count for a given title 
all services that provide that title. 

DIALOG. Mead. NewsNet. 
Vu/Text 

DIALOG. Mead 

NewsNet 

Mead. NewsNet 

DIALOG 

DIALOG. Mead. NewsNet 

DIALOG. Mead. NewsNet 

DIALOG. Mead. NewsNet, 
Vu/Text 

Mead, NewsNet 

may not apply to 

Table 6 
Examples of Wire Services Fulitext Available from Central Online Services 



DATABASE 

ACS Journals 

Computer ASAP 

F-D-C Reports 

Health Periodicals Database 

Jane's Defense & Aerospace News/Analysis 

Magazine ASAP 

McGraw-Hill Publications Online 

Newswire ASAP 

(complete text of news releases & wire stories) 

PTS Newsletter Database 

Trade &. Industry ASAP 

NO. OF 
PUBLICATIONS 

COVERED 

N0 OF 
ARTICLES 
INCLUDED 

18 40.000 

45+ 60.000 

3 24.000 

60+ 22.000 

10 bO.000 

130+ 220.000 

30+ 150.000 

3 400.000 

225+ 58.000 

400+ 730.000 

Table 7 
Examples of Databases of Collections of 
Newsletter & Periodical Fulltext Articles 



NEWSLETTER ONLINE SERVICE 

Aerospace Intelligence 

BNA Daily Reports 

Catholic Trends 

CCH Tax Day: Federal 

Defense Daily 

Education Daily 

Energy Daily 

F-D-C Reports 

FTCWatch 

Health Grams and Contracts Weekly 

Hollywood Hotline 

Inside R&D 

International Travel Warning Service 

Jane's Defence Weekly 

Japan High Tech Review 

Kiplinger Newsletter 

School Law News 

Sludge Newsletter 

Space Daily 

Tax Notes International 

Tax Notes Today 

U.S. Employment Opp's: Federal Government 

Wall Street Monitor 

DIALOG 

Mead 

NewsNet 

NewsNet 

DIALOG. NewsNet 

NewsNet 

NewsNet 

Data-Star. DIALOG 

NewsNet 

NewsNet 

NewsNet 

DIALOG 

NewsNet 

DIALOG 

NewsNet 

DIALOG 

NewsNet 

NewsNet 

NewsNet 

NewsNet 

DIALOG 

NewsNet 

NewsNet 

Table 8 
Examples of Newsletter Fulltext Available from Central Online Services 



JOURNAL ONLINE SERVICE 

American Libraries (1983 to date) 

Atlantic 

Aviation Week & Space Technology 

Byte 

Business Week (1975 to date) 

Chemical Week (1975 to date) 

Congressional Record 

Consumer Reports (over 6.000 
articles from 1982 to date) 

Datamation (1983 to date) 

Economist 

Federal Register 

Forbes (1975 to date) 

Fortune 

Harvard Business Review (over 3,000 
articles from 1971 to date) 

Lancet 

McGraw-Hill Publications (over 90.000 
articles from 1985 to date from MH 
publications such as Aviation Week 
& Space Technology. Business Week. 
Chemical Engineering, Metals Week) 

New England Journal of Medicine 

Newsweek (1975 to date) 

Scientific American (1983 to date) 

Sports Illustrated (1981 to date) 

U.S. News &. World Report (1975 to date) 

DIALOG. Mead 

DIALOG 

DIALOG. Mead 

DIALOG 

Mead 

Mead 

Mead 

DIALOG 

DIALOG. Mead 

DIALOG 

DIALOG, Mead 

DIALOG, Mead 

DIALOG 

DIALOG, Mead 

BRS 

DIALOG 

BRS 

Mead 

DIALOG, Mead 

DIALOG. Mead 

Mead 

* Note: The time span & record count for a given title may not 
apply to all services that provide that title. 

Table 9 
Examples of Journal or Magazine Fulltext Available from 

Central Online Services 



SYSTEM NAME 
ADONIS 

Business Periodicals 
Onciisc 

Information Delivery 
Module (IEEE and 
IEE publications) 

CONTENT 
PARTICIPATING 
ORGANIZATIONS 

LaserDisclosure 

10 publishers 

UMI/Data Courier 

UMI/IEEE/IEE 

fulltext of 219 biomedical 
journals published in 1987-88 
on CDROM discs sent weekly to 
major document delivery centers 

fulltext from 300 journals 
abstracted in ABI/INFORM database 

fulltext of entire collection of 
IEE and IEEE journals and 
conference proceedings for 1988. 
and a complete set of IEEE 
standards (200.000 pages plus 
all associated INSPEC indexing 
on 25-30 CDROM discs) 

fulltext of annual reports. 10-Ks, Disclosure Inc. 
10-Qs, proxies. & appropriate 
exhibits on more than 6.000 
publicly traded companies and 
4.500 Over-the-Counter companies 
(1.8 million pages and about 100 
CDROM discs to replace 51,000 fiche) 

Table 10 
Examples of Systems for Local Use of Stored Digital Data 



о coordinated assembly and production of image collections of interest to 
libraries {such as the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office has done with 
the U.S. patent collection of over 6 million patents, and the U.S. Na
tional Agricultural Library has done with specific publications) 

о coordinated national, regional, or network-level planning of location and 
operation of major on-site document delivery systems such as the 
ADONIS and UMI systems 

о establishment of a special tariff for library data communications (in
cluding telefacsimile) that is similar in scope and intent to current 
special library postal rates in some countries 

о provision in any relevant national data communications network of means 
of transmissions of library information 

о negotiation of photocopy or other document delivery licenses for groups 
of publications (e.g. all Elsevier, Pergamon, Wiley, and McGraw-Hill 
journals) on behalf of groups of libraries 

о review of compensation plans or other arrangements related to net 
lending ("host-parasite") relationships between libraries (e.g. the extent 
to which the networks might assume an accounting/collection role for 
the participants) 

о development of specific policy statement regarding library competition 
with the private sector for document delivery service 

о inclusion of new data field(s) in CONSER and other serial records to 
describe form and availability of fulltext in machine-readable or 
scanned-image form 

Table 11 
Possible Issues with Policy Implications for Further Consideration 


